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DaGAN++: Depth-Aware Generative Adversarial
Network for Talking Head Video Generation

Fa-Ting Hong, Li Shen, and Dan Xu Member, IEEE

Abstract—Predominant techniques on talking head generation largely depend on 2D information, including facial appearances and
motions from input face images. Nevertheless, dense 3D facial geometry, such as pixel-wise depth, plays a critical role in constructing
accurate 3D facial structures and suppressing complex background noises for generation. However, dense 3D annotations for facial
videos is prohibitively costly to obtain. In this work, firstly, we present a novel self-supervised method for learning dense 3D facial
geometry (i.e., depth) from face videos, without requiring camera parameters and 3D geometry annotations in training. We further
propose a strategy to learn pixel-level uncertainties to perceive more reliable rigid-motion pixels for geometry learning. Secondly, we
design an effective geometry-guided facial keypoint estimation module, providing accurate keypoints for generating motion fields. Lastly,
we develop a 3D-aware cross-modal (i.e., appearance and depth) attention mechanism, which can be applied to each generation
layer, to capture facial geometries in a coarse-to-fine manner. Extensive experiments are conducted on three challenging benchmarks
(i.e., VoxCeleb1, VoxCeleb2, and HDTF). The results demonstrate that our proposed framework can generate highly realistic-looking
reenacted talking videos, with new state-of-the-art performances established on these benchmarks. The codes and trained models are
publicly available on the GitHub project page.

Index Terms—Talking head generation; self-supervised facial depth estimation; geometry-guided video generation

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

TALKING head video generation, which targets gener-
ating a realistic talking head video via given one still

source image and one dynamic driving video, has attracted
rapidly increasing attention from the communities in recent
years. A preferred talking head generation model should
enable the still source image to accurately imitate rich facial
expressions and complex head movements presented from
the target driving video. This naturally triggers many prac-
tical applications, e.g. AI-based human conversation, digital
human broadcast, and virtual anchors in films.

Existing methods for talking head generation can be gen-
erally divided into two categories: model-based and model-
free models. Model-based methods [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]
typically utilize pretrained facial models (e.g. 3DMM [7] or
landmark detectors [8]) to obtain disentangled parameters
of the human face or the landmarks which contain both
facial shape and expression information. In this way, they
can obtain appearance-irrelevant motion information us-
ing these disentangled parameters or landmarks. However,
these kinds of methods can inevitably suffer from error
accumulation caused by the inaccuracy of the pretrained
models. This problem is even more serious when the train-
ing data distribution of the facial 3D model is inconsistent
with that of the talking head model. Therefore, model-free
methods [9], [10], [11] do not rely on pre-trained third-party
models, and extend their methods for arbitrary objects, even
for cartoon objects. For instance, FOMM [9] proposes a
first-order approximation of motion using self-supervised
detected keypoints to estimate motion flows between two
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Fig. 1: Our proposed face depth learning network can pro-
duce accurate face depth maps. By incorporating accurate
face depth maps, our DaGAN++ can produce high-quality
generations facilitated by the depth maps.

faces. Based on the first-order method, Face-vid2vid [10] ex-
tends motion estimation to 3d feature space to enable head
movement controllably. Although promising performances
are achieved, these existing works mainly focus on learning
effective facial appearance and motion representations to
perform the talking head generation. However, 3D dense
facial geometry is a critical clue for face generation since
it essentially captures rich 3D facial structures and details.

Intuitively, incorporating facial geometry information
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can provide clear benefits for talking-head video generation.
First of all, given the fact that the videos capture head move-
ments within 3D physical environments, the 3D geometry
can substantially contribute to the accurate reconstruction
of 3D facial structures, and thus the capability to preserve
realistic 3D facial structures is important for generating
high-fidelity facial videos. Secondly, dense geometry can
facilitate the model in distinguishing noisy background
information during generation, particularly in the presence
of cluttered backgrounds. Lastly, dense geometry proves
particularly useful for identifying subtle, expression-related
facial movements. However, a significant challenge in em-
ploying 3D dense geometry to enhance the generation is
that, the 3D geometry annotations for this specific task are
generally unavailable, while 3D labeling of video data is
prohibitively costly.

Based on the above-mentioned motivations, we propose
learning pixel-wise depth maps using geometric warping
and photometric consistency in a self-supervised manner.
Our proposal allows for the automatic reconstruction of
dense 3D facial geometry by training with consecutive face
frames in videos, eliminating the need for expensive 3D
geometry annotations. More specifically, we develop a new
face depth estimation network to produce accurate facial
depth maps (see Fig. 1). In talking head generation, the
moving face contains both rigid and non-rigid motions. The
non-rigid motion is usually related to expression-related
movements, and most of the face pixels are associated with
rigid motions. To learn more accurate rigid motion, we
introduce a scheme to learn an uncertainty map to discover
reliable rigid-motion pixels that indicate more significant
and important rigid motions for face depth estimation. The
uncertainty map is then constrained on the photometric
consistency loss for geometry learning.

Based on the learned dense facial depth maps, we fur-
ther design two effective strategies to utilize face geometry
for enhancing talking face synthesis. The first strategy is
geometry-guided facial keypoint detection. As the facial
keypoints are utilized to compute facial motion for pose
transfer, an accurate estimation of the keypoints is thus
critically important. Since the face depth map explicitly
represents the 3D facial structure information, we combine
geometry representations from depth maps and appearance
representations from face images together, to predict more
accurate and structure-consistent facial keypoints. The sec-
ond strategy is a designed cross-modal attention mecha-
nism, which aims to boost the learning of the face motion
field by suppressing the noisy motion from the background
and enhancing expression-related micro-movements. The
proposed cross-modal attention is a geometry-guided atten-
tion to impose dense 3D geometric constraints on the motion
field. The cross-modal attention module is also applied at
each stage of the generation process to achieve a course-to-
fine geometry guided generation.

This paper significantly extends our previous CVPR
version, i.e. DaGAN [12]. Specifically, we propose a new
enhanced facial depth estimation network, devise a more
robust geometry-enhanced multi-layer generation process,
further elaborate on related works, provide additional tech-
nical details of the different components, and largely expand
the experiments and analysis to verify the effectiveness on

several talking head datasets, including an additional new
high-resolution talking-head dataset HDTF [13]. We coin the
new and performance-enhanced framework as DaGAN++.
Compared to DaGAN, the improved face depth network
with uncertainty as guidance for geometry learning can gen-
erate more accurate face depth maps, which helps capture
and reproduce small changes of facial expressions, leading
to more expressive and realistic talking head animations.
By replacing the vanilla generation module in DaGAN, the
geometry-enhanced multi-layer generation with course-to-
fine geometric guidance can also advance facial generation
details. Based on all the new designs, DaGAN++ achieves
clearly improved results upon DaGAN, and establishes new
state-of-the-art results on different challenging benchmarks.

To summarize, the contribution of this paper is threefold:
• To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to in-

troduce a self-supervised geometry learning approach
for recovering dense 3D facial geometry information
(i.e., facial depth maps) from face videos, for talking
head video generation without the requirement of cam-
era parameters or expensive 3D annotations. We show
the learned face depth maps can effectively enhance
face video generation.

• We propose a novel talking head generation frame-
work DaGANN++, which integrates learned dense face
depths into the generation network through two de-
signed strategies: the geometry-guided facial keypoint
estimation to capture the accurate motion of the human
face, and the geometry-enhanced multi-layer genera-
tion that benefits from facial geometry guided message
passing among features in a course-to-fine manner.

• We conduct extensive experiments on three challeng-
ing datasets, demonstrating that the proposed model
significantly surpasses previous methods by incorpo-
rating more precise geometry information and exhibits
superior generation performance across all datasets
compared to state-of-the-art techniques.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2
presents a review of closely related literature. A compre-
hensive illustration of the DaGAN++ framework for talk
head video generation is introduced in Section 3. Section 4
shows the experimental results and their interpretation. The
conclusion of this paper is made in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Talking Head Synthesis

We can divide the talking head generation methods into two
categories based on driven modalities: image-driven and
audio-driven talking head generation.
Audio-driven talking head generation. Audio-driven talk-
ing head generation methods [14], [15], [16], [17] utilize au-
dio inputs to establish connections between the audio space
and the expression or lip movement space. Recent develop-
ments in end-to-end cross audio-visual generation [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23], [24] led to an exploration of speaker-
independent settings [14], [25], [26], [27], [28], aiming for a
universal model that handles multiple identities using min-
imal frame references. DAVS [14] proposed an innovative
method using disentangled audio-visual representations to
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capture subject-related and speech-related information, gen-
erating realistic sequences and improving lip reading for
audio-video retrieval tasks. However, as pose information
is challenging to infer from audio, and individuals can
utter the same words in different poses, PC-AVS [17] in-
troduced a video sequence to provide pose information
for the generated video, allowing expression control while
maintaining consistent lip motion. Besides that, SPACE [29]
maps audio to controllable facial landmarks and generates
videos using a pre-trained face generator to achieve expres-
sion control. Similarly, MODA [30] controls the expression
through dense facial landmarks, which are detected by
a pre-trained Mediapipe model [31]. Nevertheless, some
methods [32], [33], [34] collaborate with the neural radiance
field (NeRF [35]) for the audio-driving talking head to create
a novel view of talking head. AD-NeRF [34] synthesizes
both the head and upper body regions, producing natural
results while allowing adjustments in audio signals, viewing
directions, and background images. SSP-NeRF [33] intro-
duces a novel representation for imitable human avatars,
combining a morphable model with feed-forward networks
to improve reconstruction quality and novel-view synthesis.
Additionally, several methods [36], [37] utilize the diffusion
model [38] to produce synthetic image. Diffused Head [39]
proposes an autoregressive diffusion model for talking face
generation, which takes an image and an audio sequence
as input and produces realistic head movements, facial
expressions, and background preservation. DiffTalk [37]
employs reference facial images and landmarks to facilitate
personality-conscious general synthesis, adeptly producing
high-resolution, audio-driven talking head videos for previ-
ously unseen identities, eliminating the need for fine-tuning.

Our method falls into the video-driven talking head
generation category, as it utilizes video frames as the driving
target to obtain motion and expression information. In con-
trast, audio-driven talking head generation relies on audio
input as the primary information source for generating
facial expressions and lip movements. While audio-driven
methods use audio signals as a driving force, our DaGAN++
uses images or videos as the driving mechanism. Due to this
fundamental difference in the type of input, we are unable
to conduct a direct comparison between our method and
audio-driven methods. Normally, the audio-driven talking
head methods can primarily influence the lip shape based
on the input audio; however, it cannot precisely model
facial expressions solely using audio due to ambiguities.
Thus, video-driven methods serve as crucial complements
in achieving comprehensive facial control.
Video-driven talking head generation. Video-driven talk-
ing head generation methods [1], [9], [10], [12], [40], [41], [42]
take the videos as the driven modality to extract the motion
information. Several video-driven talking head generation
methods [1], [2], [5], [43] employ 3D morphable model
(e.g. 3DMM [44]) to extract an expression code for motion
modelling. Specifically, StyleHeat [2] and PIRenderer [5]
utilize the 3DMM model [45], [46] to generate an expression
code for the driving face and then feed it into the motion
field learning module. Based on the 3DMM model, they
can animate the driving expression, and also control the
pose of the generated face by modifying the rotation or
translation matrix. Additionally, some other video-driven

methods [4], [6] consider using pre-trained landmark detec-
tors to detect facial landmarks to represent the expression
of the face. In [4], it presents an efficient and effective
method for generating realistic face animations from a sin-
gle image and sparse landmarks, by unifying global and
local motion estimation to faithfully transfer motion, while
enhancing landmark detection in videos for temporally co-
herent and high-quality results. MetaPortrait [6] introduces
an ID-preserving talking head generation framework that
leverages dense landmarks for accurate geometry-aware
flow fields, and adaptively fuses source identity during
synthesis for better preservation of key characteristics. Hy-
perReenact [47] utilizes a 3D shape model to encode the
facial poses of faces, and these facial poses are then utilized
to estimate the parameter residual for StyleGAN2. Besides
these third-party model-based methods, some video-driven
talking head generation methods [9], [10], [11], [12], [48]
attempt to learn keypoints of the human face to represent
the facial expression in a self-supervised manner. FOMM [9]
introduces a self-supervised image animation framework
that decouples appearance and motion information and
computes the motion between two faces by using their
keypoints. The subsequent keypoint-based works [9], [10]
adopt FOMM’s motion modelling method. For instance,
Face-vid2vid [10] extends 2D keypoints into 3D to control
the head pose by modifying the rotation and translation
elements. MCNet [49] learns a memory bank to compensate
for the warped features, producing images with large poses.
Additionally, some methods [50], [51] learn an implicit
motion space to achieve motion transfer. LIA [51] decom-
poses facial motion into a combination of base motions.
Based on these base motions, Toontalker [50] utilizes a
transformer [52] to align motions from different domains
into a common latent space.

Image-driven talking head generation remains an active
research area with various methods and techniques that
have been proposed to tackle this problem. A significant dif-
ference of our proposed method is to learn and incorporate
dense facial depth estimation in a self-supervised geometry
learning manner. We develop an effective geometry-aware
talking head generation framework while not requiring any
camera parameters or expensive 3D annotations, and our
approach clearly advances the generation results compared
to the discussed related works.

2.2 Self-supervised depth estimation

The estimation of depth in monocular images or videos
has recently gathered wide interest from both industry and
academia. Several investigations have been carried out in
the literature to address challenges of depth prediction
along the direction [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60],
[61]. For instance, Zhou et al. [59] utilized an end-to-end
learnable method with view synthesis as the supervisory
signal to predict depth maps from monocular video se-
quences without using 3D supervision. Built upon [59],
Clement et al. [55] achieved notable improvements by in-
corporating a minimum projection loss that alleviates oc-
clusion issues between frames, and an auto-masking loss
to ignore ambiguous stationary pixels. Gordon et al. [60]
sought to learn camera intrinsic parameters for every pair
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Fig. 2: The framework overview of our DaGAN++ approach. We can mainly divide the process of DaGAN++ into three
components: (a) An uncertainty-aware face depth learning network. We learn a facial depth network in a self-supervised
manner to recover dense 3D facial geometry utilizing only face videos without the need for camera parameters and 3D
annotations. (b) Geometry-guided facial keypoint detection. We utilize the face depth network to estimate the depth maps
of the face images and feed them with the corresponding RGB images into the keypoint detector to estimate face keypoints.
(c) A geometry-enhanced multi-layer generation process. After learning the motion field and an occlusion map between
two faces by the detected keypoints, we embed the facial geometry into each layer in the generation process through
cross-modal geometry-guided attention.

of successive frames, allowing the model to function when
the camera parameters are unknown in new environments.

Instead of dealing with natural scenes, our work in-
troduces, for the first time, a self-supervised face depth
estimation method for face reenactment and synthesis in
videos, purely based on video images without requiring any
camera parameters or 3D annotations. The learned depth
maps provide rich 3D facial geometry, which is utilized in
our model for accurate keypoint detection and for guiding
the talking face generation in a coarse-to-fine process.

3 METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we utilize a source image and a driving video
as input to generate a synthetic video that maintains the
identity information from a provided source image while
mimicking the facial movements of an individual in a driv-
ing video. We first design a robust facial depth estimation
technique based on a self-supervised learning framework,
using only training face videos without relying on any costly
3D geometry annotations. By incorporating accurate geo-
metric information, our proposed DaGAN++ can effectively
integrate facial geometry into the generation process, yield-
ing higher-quality videos that capture better facial structures
and detailed expression-related micro-movements.

3.1 Overview

As shown in Fig. 2, given an input source image IS and
a driving video VD that contains a sequence of frames
{I1D, I2D, . . . , ITD}, the proposed deep generation framework
DaGAN++ aims to produce a sequence of synthetic images
{I1rst, I2rst, . . . , ITrst}. Our proposed DaGAN++ primarily
comprises three major components: (i) A dense face depth
estimation network Fd. Taking two consecutive frames from
a face video as two different views, we learn depth esti-
mation by employing a self-supervised learning approach.

Then our DaGAN++ is jointly trained, keeping Fd fixed.
(ii) Geoemtry-guided keypoints-based motion estimation.
Given a source image IS and a driving target image ItD
(omitting the superscript t in subsequent notations for
simplicity), we employ the learned face depth network Fd

to generate depth maps (Ds and Dd) for both the source
and target image. Next, we take both the face geometry
(depth maps) and appearance information (RGB images)
into consideration to detect face keypoints (i.e. {xS,k}Kk=1

and {xD,k}Kk=1); (iii) We then utilize the detected keypoints
to compute motion fields between two face images using
the Taylor approximation approach [9]. Then, the geometry-
enhanced multi-layer generation process takes in the es-
timated motion field, the depth map Ds of the source
image, and the N encoded feature maps {Fi

e}Ni=1, which are
extracted by a CNN encoder with the source image IS as
input, and output enhanced feature maps for generating the
final output image. In each layer, to encourage the model
to maintain facial structure details, we additionally learn
dense cross-modal attention using the source depth map
Ds and the warped source feature map Fi

w that is the
output of Fi

e through warping by the motion flow TS←D .
In this manner, we can incorporate geometry information
into the generation process, to yield high-quality structure-
preserved output.

3.2 Dense face depth learning

In this section, we introduce our proposed face depth es-
timation network, which is capable of automatically recov-
ering depth information of human faces. While the SfM-
Learner [59] previously proposed an unsupervised method
for learning scene depth, it is conducted in outdoor scenar-
ios in an autonomous driving context. However, it remains
unclear how to effectively learn face depth estimation from
videos in which the data distributions are significantly
different from the outdoor scenarios, and the cameras are
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Fig. 3: The pipeline of our face depth learning network. We design three different decoding heads after the pose backbone
network. They estimate the relative camera poses [Ri|ti], the camera intrinsic matrix Ki, and an uncertainty map Ui,
respectively. Finally, we learn the face depth network by optimizing a photometric consistency loss which is constructed
via the reference image Ii and the reconstructed image Ĩi that is obtained from a geometry warping module.

typically static. Besides, SfM-Learner still requires provided
camera intrinsic parameters in learning. In our talking head
generation task, the face videos are probably directly from
the internet, the camera intrinsics are thus not available.
Therefore, we develop an approach to learn dense facial
depths based on ordinary face videos for talking head
generation, without requiring any camera parameters and
3D annotations.

3.2.1 Self-supervised face depth estimation

As can be observed in Fig. 3, there are two main modules
in our facial depth learning network, namely, a face depth
sub-network Fd and a pose sub-network Fp. The face depth
network is optimized using available training face videos.
Specifically, we first extract two consecutive video frames
Ii and Ii+1, and take the former as a target view while the
latter as a source view. Our facial depth learning network
aims to predict several geometric elements, which include a
depth map DIi for the target image Ii, the camera intrinsic
matrix KIi→Ii+1 for each input image pair, a relative camera
pose RIi→Ii+1 with translation tIi→Ii+1 between the two
images, and an uncertainty map UIi→Ii+1 that indicates
the probability of movement occurrence. In our method,
KIi→Ii+1 is learned in a pair-specific manner, so the input
only requires video frames. For simplicity, we replace the
subscript “Ii → Ii+1” with “i” in our subsequent notations.

The depth map DIi can be produced by the face depth
network Fd(·). The motion matrix (including the rotation
Ri and the translation ti), the camera intrinsic matrix Ki,
and the uncertainty map Ui are predicted from the three
different heads respectively in the pose network Fp(·):

DIi = Fd(Ii), (1)
[Ri, ti],Ki,Ui = Fp(Ii || Ii+1), (2)

where the symbol || represents a concatenation operation
along the channel dimension. Consequently, utilizing the
geometry elements estimated above, we perform a photo-

metric projection to obtain a reconstructed source view by
warping the target view as follows:

qµ ∼ Ki[Ri | ti]DIi(pj)K−1i pj (3)

Ĩi = BI(Ii+1, {qµ}Mµ=1), (4)

where qµ and pj represent the warped pixel of the source
image Ii+1 and the original pixel of the target image Ii,
respectively; M denotes the number of pixels in the image;
BI(·) is a differentiable bilinear interpolation function; and
Ĩi is the reconstructed image. Consequently, we can estab-
lish a photometric consistency error LPe(·, ·) between Ĩi and
Ii, which enables training the face depth network without
additional 3D annotations for supervision.

3.2.2 Uncertainty-guided face depth estimation

In talking head video generation, the driving target videos
are typically captured with static cameras, and thus the
backgrounds of the videos remain motionless. The moving
pixels of the face in the image can also be divided into rigid-
motion and non-rigid-motion pixels. Generally, the rigid-
motion pixels dominate the whole face, and present more
reliable and effective motion for geometry learning. To bet-
ter learn the rigid motion between two views, we propose a
mechanism by estimating a pixel-wise uncertainty map that
indicates probabilities of reliable movements occurring at
each pixel position. Then, we employ the uncertainty map
in the final objective function to regularize the pixels with a
high probability of movement occurring. More specifically,
following [55], we first construct a photometric consistency
error LPe as follows:

LPe(Ii, Ĩi) =α(1− SSIM(Ii, Ĩi))

+ (1− α)||Ii − Ĩi||,
(5)

where the SSIM(·, ·) [62] measures an apperance similary
of two images. In this work, α is set as 0.8 to achieve the best
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1 ⇥ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="/Gpk6nRNJb96SJoLcBde8UXh3fo=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Ie0oWy2m3bpbhJ2J0IJ/RVePCji1Z/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUkS8iQIl7ySaUxVI3g7GtzO//cS1EXH0gJOE+4oOIxEKRtFKj14PheKGeP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzVPEImaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctjahd42fzg6fkzCoDEsbaVoRkrv6eyKgyZqIC26kojsyyNxP/87ophtd+JqIkRR6xxaIwlQRjMvueDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQZlWwI3vLLq6R1UfUuq7X7WqV+k8dRhBM4hXPw4ArqcAcNaAIDBc/wCm+Odl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wfzpI/d</latexit>

1 ⇥ 1

(i) Feature Warping (ii) Cross-modal Attention

Softmax

Cross-modal 
Geometry 

Enhancement

Cross-modal 
Geometry 

Enhancement

Cross-modal 
Geometry 

Enhancement
…

(a) Cross-modal geometry enhancement (b) Geometry-enhanced multi-layer generation

<latexit sha1_base64="u8Z/+ppRF4KcHPQO+yy/hfTsoYg=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBFHwTtxi3qEcvjUHwFGYkqMegIJ4kglkgGz2dN0mTnoXuHiUM+Q8vHhTx6r9482/sSeagiQUNRdV7vOpyI8GVtu1vK7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w8aKowlwzoLRShbLlUoeIB1zbXAViSR+q7Apju+Tv3mI0rFw+BBTyLs+nQYcI8zqo3U6/hUj1wvuZn2sXfXL5bssj0DWSZORkqQodYvfnUGIYt9DDQTVKm2Y0e6m1CpORM4LXRihRFlYzrEtqEB9VF1k1nqKTkxyoB4oTQv0GSm/t5IqK/UxHfNZJpSLXqp+J/XjrV32U14EMUaAzY/5MWC6JCkFZABl8i0mBhCmeQmK2EjKinTpqiCKcFZ/PIyaZyVnfNy5b5Sql5ldeThCI7hFBy4gCrcQg3qwEDCM7zCm/VkvVjv1sd8NGdlO4fwB9bnD4hzkos=</latexit>

FN
e

<latexit sha1_base64="mpekqoJRR2Et+0x6t2ygAJEcPdg=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3o0Wom5JIUZdFQVxWsA9o0zCZTNqhk0mYmQgldO3GX3HjQhG3foE7/8ZJm0VtPTBw5px7ufceL2ZUKsv6MQorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu6euX/QklEiMGniiEWi4yFJGOWkqahipBMLgkKPkbY3usn89iMRkkb8QY1j4oRowGlAMVJacs3jXojU0AvS24nr9+3K3DclfNK3z1yzbFWtKeAysXNSBjkarvnd8yOchIQrzJCUXduKlZMioShmZFLqJZLECI/QgHQ15Sgk0kmnp0zgqVZ8GERCP67gVJ3vSFEo5Tj0dGW2qVz0MvE/r5uo4MpJKY8TRTieDQoSBlUEs1ygTwXBio01QVhQvSvEQyQQVjq9kg7BXjx5mbTOq/ZFtXZfK9ev8ziK4AicgAqwwSWogzvQAE2AwRN4AW/g3Xg2Xo0P43NWWjDynkPwB8bXL/nxmnI=</latexit>

F1
d(F

1
en)

<latexit sha1_base64="zo5XSD+ODIAhAB0cAh3HzPqkq4s=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRS1GVREJcV7APaWCbTSTt0Mgkzk0IJ+RM3LhRx65+482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs8cP+ZMacf5tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BfXjUVlEiCW2RiEey62NFORO0pZnmtBtLikOf044/uc39zpRKxSLxqGcx9UI8EixgBGsjDWy7H2I99oP0LhvQp9TNBnbVqTlzoFXiFqQKBZoD+6s/jEgSUqEJx0r1XCfWXoqlZoTTrNJPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl86TZ+jMKEMURNI8odFc/b2R4lCpWeibyTynWvZy8T+vl+jg2kuZiBNNBVkcChKOdITyGtCQSUo0nxmCiWQmKyJjLDHRpqyKKcFd/vIqaV/U3Mta/aFebdwUdZThBE7hHFy4ggbcQxNaQGAKz/AKb1ZqvVjv1sditGQVO8fwB9bnD6HSk6s=</latexit>

F1
e

<latexit sha1_base64="REYhTOGt+jaUlIn+KzjOHxjvUv0=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSK4sSRS1GVREFdSwT6gjWEymbRDJw9mJmIJ+RU3LhRx64+482+ctF1o64GBwzn3cs8cL+FMKsv6NpaWV1bX1ksb5c2t7Z1dc6/SlnEqCG2RmMei62FJOYtoSzHFaTcRFIcepx1vdFX4nUcqJIujezVOqBPiQcQCRrDSkmtW+iFWQy/IrnPXf8huT+zcNatWzZoALRJ7RqowQ9M1v/p+TNKQRopwLGXPthLlZFgoRjjNy/1U0gSTER7QnqYRDql0skn2HB1pxUdBLPSLFJqovzcyHEo5Dj09WSSV814h/uf1UhVcOBmLklTRiEwPBSlHKkZFEchnghLFx5pgIpjOisgQC0yUrqusS7Dnv7xI2qc1+6xWv6tXG5ezOkpwAIdwDDacQwNuoAktIPAEz/AKb0ZuvBjvxsd0dMmY7ezDHxifP7GdlDk=</latexit>

FN�1
d

<latexit sha1_base64="vrrLQsXt59nZBI1s5vpWzE5VQ+s=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi6rIoiCupYB/QxjCZTNqhkwczk0IJ+RM3LhRx65+482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs8cL+FMKsv6Niorq2vrG9XN2tb2zu6euX/QkXEqCG2TmMei52FJOYtoWzHFaS8RFIcep11vfFP43QkVksXRo5om1AnxMGIBI1hpyTXNQYjVyAuy29z1n7L73DXrVsOaAS0TuyR1KNFyza+BH5M0pJEiHEvZt61EORkWihFO89oglTTBZIyHtK9phEMqnWyWPEcnWvFREAv9IoVm6u+NDIdSTkNPTxY55aJXiP95/VQFV07GoiRVNCLzQ0HKkYpRUQPymaBE8akmmAimsyIywgITpcuq6RLsxS8vk85Zw75onD+c15vXZR1VOIJjOAUbLqEJd9CCNhCYwDO8wpuRGS/Gu/ExH60Y5c4h/IHx+QPMW5PH</latexit>

FN
d

…

Upsample

…

Upsample

<latexit sha1_base64="ydkEg3vQUf/3RoJkYzinv31A2Pw=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSK4sSRS1GVREFdSwT6gjWEynbRDJw9mJmIJ+RU3LhRx64+482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs8cL+ZMKsv6NpaWV1bX1ksb5c2t7Z1dc6/SllEiCG2RiEei62FJOQtpSzHFaTcWFAcepx1vfJX7nUcqJIvCezWJqRPgYch8RrDSkmtW+gFWI89PrzOXPqS3J3bmmlWrZk2BFoldkCoUaLrmV38QkSSgoSIcS9mzrVg5KRaKEU6zcj+RNMZkjIe0p2mIAyqddJo9Q0daGSA/EvqFCk3V3xspDqScBJ6ezJPKeS8X//N6ifIvnJSFcaJoSGaH/IQjFaG8CDRgghLFJ5pgIpjOisgIC0yUrqusS7Dnv7xI2qc1+6xWv6tXG5dFHSU4gEM4BhvOoQE30IQWEHiCZ3iFNyMzXox342M2umQUO/vwB8bnD7MnlDo=</latexit>

FN�1
e

<latexit sha1_base64="BUlYk9SPUiOlhFpxEu+DsqbkU2o=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVWZE1GXRje4q2gd0hpJJM21oJjMkGaEM/Q03LhRx68+482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OkAiujeN8o9LK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVlLVoLGLVDYhmgkvWMtwI1k0UI1EgWCcY3+R+54kpzWP5aCYJ8yMylDzklBgreV5EzCgIs7tp/6FfrTl1Zwa8TNyC1KBAs1/98gYxTSMmDRVE657rJMbPiDKcCjateKlmCaFjMmQ9SyWJmPazWeYpPrHKAIexsk8aPFN/b2Qk0noSBXYyz6gXvVz8z+ulJrzyMy6T1DBJ54fCVGAT47wAPOCKUSMmlhCquM2K6YgoQo2tqWJLcBe/vEzaZ3X3on5+f15rXBd1lOEIjuEUXLiEBtxCE1pAIYFneIU3lKIX9I4+5qMlVOwcwh+gzx8ZDZG8</latexit>

IS

<latexit sha1_base64="PfZGWqS88oYtMYzpmGbYG9wCl0g=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi6rLoRncV7APaECbTSTt0Mgkzk0IJ+RM3LhRx65+482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cIOFMacf5tipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BfXjUUXEqCW2TmMeyF2BFORO0rZnmtJdIiqOA024wuSv87pRKxWLxpGcJ9SI8EixkBGsj+bY9iLAeB2H2kPuZVDr37brTcOZAq8QtSR1KtHz7azCMSRpRoQnHSvVdJ9FehqVmhNO8NkgVTTCZ4BHtGypwRJWXzZPn6MwoQxTG0jyh0Vz9vZHhSKlZFJjJIqda9grxP6+f6vDGy5hIUk0FWRwKU450jIoa0JBJSjSfGYKJZCYrImMsMdGmrJopwV3+8irpXDTcq8bl42W9eVvWUYUTOIVzcOEamnAPLWgDgSk8wyu8WZn1Yr1bH4vRilXuHMMfWJ8/QF2UEw==</latexit>

Irst

<latexit sha1_base64="ENVk9tECNS34k60ZYjq/eEoTiAk=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgqiRS1GVRFy4r9gVNCJPppB06yYSZiVJCFm78FTcuFHHrR7jzb5y0WWjrgQuHc+7l3nv8mFGpLOvbKK2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vm/kFX8kRg0sGccdH3kSSMRqSjqGKkHwuCQp+Rnj+5yv3ePRGS8qitpjFxQzSKaEAxUlryzKoTIjXGiKXtzEvvHEYChYTgD/A688yaVbdmgMvELkgNFGh55pcz5DgJSaQwQ1IObCtWboqEopiRrOIkksQIT9CIDDSNUEikm86eyOCxVoYw4EJXpOBM/T2RolDKaejrzvxkuejl4n/eIFHBhZvSKE4UifB8UZAwqDjME4FDKghWbKoJwoLqWyEeI4Gw0rlVdAj24svLpHtat8/qjdtGrXlZxFEGVXAEToANzkET3IAW6AAMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH/PWklHMHII/MD5/AEtnmIQ=</latexit>TS D

<latexit sha1_base64="Hm56z2EOyBt8mwyWD0x9icCm4QE=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIUZdFN26ECvYB06Fk0kwbmkmGJCOUoZ/hxoUibv0ad/6NmXYW2nogcDjnXnLuCRPOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+POlqmitA2kVyqXog15UzQtmGG016iKI5DTrvh5Db3u09UaSbFo5kmNIjxSLCIEWys5PdjbMYE8+x+NqjW3Lo7B1olXkFqUKA1qH71h5KkMRWGcKy177mJCTKsDCOczir9VNMEkwkeUd9SgWOqg2weeYbOrDJEkVT2CYPm6u+NDMdaT+PQTuYR9bKXi/95fmqi6yBjIkkNFWTxUZRyZCTK70dDpigxfGoJJorZrIiMscLE2JYqtgRv+eRV0rmoe5f1xkOj1rwp6ijDCZzCOXhwBU24gxa0gYCEZ3iFN8c4L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A4V4kWw=</latexit>M

<latexit sha1_base64="PFf7wBebXrN5PG9gT2L0WEFJhr8=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBbBVUmkqMuiIC4r2Ae0IUwmk3bo5MHMRCwhv+LGhSJu/RF3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pnjJZxJZVnfRmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z8wD+s9GaeC0C6JeSwGHpaUs4h2FVOcDhJBcehx2vemN4Xff6RCsjh6ULOEOiEeRyxgBCstuWZ9FGI18YLsNncznyZqkrtmw2pac6BVYpekASU6rvk18mOShjRShGMph7aVKCfDQjHCaV4bpZImmEzxmA41jXBIpZPNs+foVCs+CmKhX6TQXP29keFQylno6ckiqVz2CvE/b5iq4MrJWJSkikZkcShIOVIxKopAPhOUKD7TBBPBdFZEJlhgonRdNV2CvfzlVdI7b9oXzdZ9q9G+LuuowjGcwBnYcAltuIMOdIHAEzzDK7wZufFivBsfi9GKUe4cwR8Ynz+wQ5Tg</latexit>

Fdepth

Conv
Conv

<latexit sha1_base64="Di859KQgIDkidWv+z8ieho9m2VU=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1Kq7cBIvgxjIjRV0WBXElFewD2nHIpJk2NJMZkoxQwoC/4saFIm79Dnf+jZl2Ftp6IHA4517uyQkSRqVynG9rYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2rZ3dlsyTgUmTRyzWHQCJAmjnDQVVYx0EkFQFDDSDkZXud9+JELSmN+rcUK8CA04DSlGyki+vd+LkBoGob7OfE149qBvT9zMtytO1ZkAzhO3IBVQoOHbX71+jNOIcIUZkrLrOonyNBKKYkayci+VJEF4hAakayhHEZGensTP4JFR+jCMhXlcwYn6e0OjSMpxFJjJPKyc9XLxP6+bqvDC05QnqSIcTw+FKYMqhnkXsE8FwYqNDUFYUJMV4iESCCvTWNmU4M5+eZ60TqvuWbV2V6vUL4s6SuAAHIJj4IJzUAc3oAGaAAMNnsEreLOerBfr3fqYji5Yxc4e+APr8wdZr5W+</latexit>

FN�1
en

<latexit sha1_base64="++8MONoy+J8/wwJxLlj0Cxrb9aQ=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dBIvgqiRS1GVREFdSwT6gjWEynbRDJ5MwMxFKiL/ixoUibv0Qd/6NkzYLbT0wcDjnXu6Z48eMSmXb30ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndM/cPOjJKBCZtHLFI9HwkCaOctBVVjPRiQVDoM9L1J1e5330kQtKI36tpTNwQjTgNKEZKS55ZHYRIjf0gvc68lPDsIb3NPLNm1+0ZrGXiFKQGBVqe+TUYRjgJCVeYISn7jh0rN0VCUcxIVhkkksQIT9CI9DXlKCTSTWfhM+tYK0MriIR+XFkz9fdGikIpp6GvJ/OoctHLxf+8fqKCCzelPE4U4Xh+KEiYpSIrb8IaUkGwYlNNEBZUZ7XwGAmEle6roktwFr+8TDqndees3rhr1JqXRR1lOIQjOAEHzqEJN9CCNmCYwjO8wpvxZLwY78bHfLRkFDtV+APj8wdxk5VM</latexit>

FN
en

CC

<latexit sha1_base64="Cy6Dk1jMl+VdnFbeCQQtbxnbSOc=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRS1GVREJcV7APatEymk3boZBJmJpYS+h9uXCji1n9x5984SbPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45XsSZ0rb9bRXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS4WxJLRJQh7KjocV5UzQpmaa004kKQ48Ttve5Db1209UKhaKRz2LqBvgkWA+I1gbqd8LsB57fnI3H0z7bFCu2FU7A1olTk4qkKMxKH/1hiGJAyo04ViprmNH2k2w1IxwOi/1YkUjTCZ4RLuGChxQ5SZZ6jk6M8oQ+aE0T2iUqb83EhwoNQs8M5mmVMteKv7ndWPtX7sJE1GsqSCLQ37MkQ5RWgEaMkmJ5jNDMJHMZEVkjCUm2hRVMiU4y19eJa2LqnNZrT3UKvWbvI4inMApnIMDV1CHe2hAEwhIeIZXeLOm1ov1bn0sRgtWvnMMf2B9/gDMy5K4</latexit>

Fi
w

<latexit sha1_base64="tEzLP7rPfYYbvHsHx2G2eRrKMRE=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRS1GVREJcV7APatEymk3boZBJnJkoJ/Q83LhRx67+482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs8cP+ZMacf5tgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu6evX/QVFEiCW2QiEey7WNFORO0oZnmtB1LikOf05Y/vs781iOVikXiXk9i6oV4KFjACNZG6nVDrEd+kN5M+w891rfLTsWZAS0TNydlyFHv21/dQUSSkApNOFaq4zqx9lIsNSOcTkvdRNEYkzEe0o6hAodUeeks9RSdGGWAgkiaJzSaqb83UhwqNQl9M5mlVIteJv7ndRIdXHopE3GiqSDzQ0HCkY5QVgEaMEmJ5hNDMJHMZEVkhCUm2hRVMiW4i19eJs2zinteqd5Vy7WrvI4iHMExnIILF1CDW6hDAwhIeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYjxasfOcQ/sD6/AHDp5Ky</latexit>

Fi
q

<latexit sha1_base64="2SFW+Nm1JRl1KyUq7JWKZGWdk3g=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIqMuiIC4r2Ae005JJM21oJhmSjFKG/ocbF4q49V/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7uScniDnTxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oapkoQhtEcqnaAdaUM0EbhhlO27GiOAo4bQXjm8xvPVKlmRQPZhJTP8JDwUJGsLFSrxthMwrC9HbaH/dYv1xxq+4MaJl4OalAjnq//NUdSJJEVBjCsdYdz42Nn2JlGOF0WuommsaYjPGQdiwVOKLaT2epp+jEKgMUSmWfMGim/t5IcaT1JArsZJZSL3qZ+J/XSUx45adMxImhgswPhQlHRqKsAjRgihLDJ5ZgopjNisgIK0yMLapkS/AWv7xMmmdV76J6fn9eqV3ndRThCI7hFDy4hBrcQR0aQEDBM7zCm/PkvDjvzsd8tODkO4fwB87nD7qDkqw=</latexit>

Fi
k

<latexit sha1_base64="PnmClgY3jesWrW4CRhGTSmBbcWI=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRS1GVREJcV7APatEymk3boZBJmJpUS+h9uXCji1n9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45fsyZ0o7zbRXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf0D+/CoqaJEEtogEY9k28eKciZoQzPNaTuWFIc+py1/fJv5rQmVikXiUU9j6oV4KFjACNZG6nVDrEd+kN7N+pMe69tlp+LMgVaJm5My5Kj37a/uICJJSIUmHCvVcZ1YeymWmhFOZ6VuomiMyRgPacdQgUOqvHSeeobOjDJAQSTNExrN1d8bKQ6Vmoa+mcxSqmUvE//zOokOrr2UiTjRVJDFoSDhSEcoqwANmKRE86khmEhmsiIywhITbYoqmRLc5S+vkuZFxb2sVB+q5dpNXkcRTuAUzsGFK6jBPdShAQQkPMMrvFlP1ov1bn0sRgtWvnMMf2B9/gDLRZK3</latexit>

Fi
v

<latexit sha1_base64="TZ9LmLziBLdeTWyMCDcmFbhFpAY=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiRS1GVREJcV7APaGCbTSTt0MgkzE6XEfIobF4q49Uvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWeOHzMqlW1/G6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fPrO53ZJQITNo4YpHo+UgSRjlpK6oY6cWCoNBnpOtPrnK/+0CEpBG/U9OYuCEacRpQjJSWPLM6CJEa+0F6nXkp4dk99cyaXbdnsJaJU5AaFGh55tdgGOEkJFxhhqTsO3as3BQJRTEjWWWQSBIjPEEj0teUo5BIN51Fz6xjrQytIBL6cWXN1N8bKQqlnIa+nsyDykUvF//z+okKLtyU8jhRhOP5oSBhloqsvAdrSAXBik01QVhQndXCYyQQVrqtii7BWfzyMumc1p2zeuO2UWteFnWU4RCO4AQcOIcm3EAL2oDhEZ7hFd6MJ+PFeDc+5qMlo9g5gD8wPn8Ayc2UWw==</latexit>

Fi
en

<latexit sha1_base64="PFf7wBebXrN5PG9gT2L0WEFJhr8=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBbBVUmkqMuiIC4r2Ae0IUwmk3bo5MHMRCwhv+LGhSJu/RF3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pnjJZxJZVnfRmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z8wD+s9GaeC0C6JeSwGHpaUs4h2FVOcDhJBcehx2vemN4Xff6RCsjh6ULOEOiEeRyxgBCstuWZ9FGI18YLsNncznyZqkrtmw2pac6BVYpekASU6rvk18mOShjRShGMph7aVKCfDQjHCaV4bpZImmEzxmA41jXBIpZPNs+foVCs+CmKhX6TQXP29keFQylno6ckiqVz2CvE/b5iq4MrJWJSkikZkcShIOVIxKopAPhOUKD7TBBPBdFZEJlhgonRdNV2CvfzlVdI7b9oXzdZ9q9G+LuuowjGcwBnYcAltuIMOdIHAEzzDK7wZufFivBsfi9GKUe4cwR8Ynz+wQ5Tg</latexit>

Fdepth
<latexit sha1_base64="qDUIziHUPRbTuUv0SP8lT8quzSk=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdVkUxGUF+4A2LZPpTTt0MgkzE6WE/ocbF4q49V/c+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWeOH3OmtON8W4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QVFEiKTZoxCPZ9olCzgQ2NNMc27FEEvocW/74JvNbjygVi8SDnsTohWQoWMAo0UbqdUOiR36Q3k772GP9csWpOjPYy8TNSQVy1Pvlr+4gokmIQlNOlOq4Tqy9lEjNKMdpqZsojAkdkyF2DBUkROWls9RT+8QoAzuIpHlC2zP190ZKQqUmoW8ms5Rq0cvE/7xOooMrL2UiTjQKOj8UJNzWkZ1VYA+YRKr5xBBCJTNZbToiklBtiiqZEtzFLy+T5lnVvaie359Xatd5HUU4gmM4BRcuoQZ3UIcGUJDwDK/wZj1ZL9a79TEfLVj5ziH8gfX5A7FfkqY=</latexit>

Fi
e

Fig. 4: Illustration of our geometry-enhanced multi-layer generation process. We propose a cross-modal geometry
enhancement mechanism to learn geometry-enhanced generation face features. In the cross-modal geometry enhancement
module (see a), we first transfer the pose of the driving face to the source face by warping encoded feature Fi

e with
the motion flow TS←D. Then we learn an occlusion mask M to represent the region possibly occluded because of large
motion. We finally apply the cross-modal attention mechanism to produce geometry-enhanced feature Fi

en at each layer
for a coarse-to-fine generation (see b). The symbols

⊗
,
⊕

, and c represent the matrix multiplication, and pixel-wise
matrix addition, and concatenation operation along the channel dimension, respectively.

results. To produce a smooth depth map, we also employ a
smoothness constraint [60] on the depth learning by

LD =
∑

x,y

|∂xD(x,y)|e−|∂xI(x,y)| + |∂yD(x,y)|e−|∂yI(x,y)|. (6)

As discussed before, to utilize the dominated and more reli-
able rigid pixel motions for geometry learning, we consider
the estimated pixel-level uncertainty map Ui as guidance to
filter out uncertain non-rigid pixel regions:

Ldepth = λ1
Ma

Ui
LPe(Ii, Ĩi) + λ2LD + λ3 logUi, (7)

where the hyper-parameters λ1, λ2 and λ3 control the
balance of each optimization objective. Since the camera is
static in our face videos, the background always remains
static while only the face shows motion. Therefore, an auto-
masking Ma [55] is introduced to ignore those stationary
pixels in the image, and enable our geometry learning
model to focus on the motion region. The last term logUi

is a regularization for the uncertainty map. In this work, we
adopt a stack of upblocks to upsample the output of the
pose network, followed by a sigmoid function to produce a
soft uncertainty map (see Fig. 5f):

Ui = Sigmoid(FU (Fp(Ii, Ii+1))) (8)

where FU (·) is the ucertainty head and Fp(·, ·) represents
the pose network in Fig. 3. The “Sigmoid(·)” denotes the
sigmoid function. It is noteworthy that the talking head
generation task focuses on the foreground and aims to
generate high-quality and realistic face video with a good
alignment of driving motion. Therefore, the background of
the talking head dataset is typically considered static under
the basic setup of talking head generation. Importantly, it
should be acknowledged that the performance of the face

depth network could be affected by the presence of dy-
namic background objects or noise across multiple frames.
Estimating reliable geometric elements (i.e., relative camera
pose Ri and translation ti in Eq. 1) becomes problematic
if both the background and foreground become dynamic
during training. Such a situation would conflict with the
assumptions of SFM as outlined in [59], potentially leading
to inaccurate results. However, this issue is mitigated in our
work because, generally, the background of the training data
remains stable in this specific task.

After training the face depth network with the overall
loss function Ldepth, we employ Fd to produce dense facial
depth maps for source and target images, which are further
utilized by DaGAN++.

3.2.3 Motion modeling by geometry-guided keypoints
The keypoints of the face are important for estimating

motion fields from a target driving video. To generate more
accurate motion fields, we propose to utilize learned face
depth maps to provide geometry information for learning
the keypoints. Once the face depth map is obtained from
the face depth network, the keypoint detector accepts a
combined input consisting of the face RGB image and its
associated depth map, and predicts a set of sparse keypoints
(xS,k,xD,k ∈ R1×2) and their corresponding Jacobian met-
rics (JS,k, JD,k ∈ R2×2) of the human face (see Fig. 2b).

{xτ,k, Jτ,k}Kk=1 = Fkp(Iτ ||Dτ ), τ ∈ {S,D}, (9)

where subscript τ indicates whether the detected face key-
points are from the source image or the driving image, and
K represents the total number of detected keypoints.

Based on detected facial keypoints, we can estimate a
motion field between two face images. Specifically, we adopt
the Taylor approximation method to compute the motion
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flow between two facial images. Then, we utilize the paired
keypoints of the two face images to estimate a group of
sparse motion fields {TS←D,k(z)}Kk=1 for all the keypoints
as follows:

TS←D,k(z) = xS,k + JS,kJ
−1
D,k(z − xD,k), (10)

where z ∈ R2 is an arbitrary point on the driving face. After
that, we adopt the dense motion module from FOMM [9]
to estimate a dense 2d motion field TS←D with the input of
sparse affine motion fields {TS←D,k(z)}Kk=1:

M, TS←D = FM

(
{TS←D,k(z)}Kk=1, IS

)
, (11)

where FM (·, ·) is the dense motion module, and the esti-
mated occlusion map M is used to mask out the regions of
the feature map that have ambiguities due to varying and
relatively large rotations of the face.
3.3 Geometry-enhanced multi-layer generation

To effectively incorporate the acquired facial depth maps for
enhancing generation quality, we introduce a cross-modal
(i.e. depth and image) attention mechanism, facilitating
better preservation of facial structures and generation of
expression-related micro facial movements. The depth infor-
mation, offering dense 3D face geometry, proves to be fun-
damentally advantageous in maintaining facial structures
and recognizing critical movements during generations.
In this work, we expand DaGAN’s cross-modal attention
mechanism [12] by implementing it across multiple layers,
enabling the model to capture face geometric information
among different appearance feature levels. It ultimately con-
tributes to enhanced generation performance. As depicted
in Fig. 4, each cross-modal geometry-guided attention mod-
ule comprises two stages, i.e. a feature warping step and a
cross-modal attention computation step. We present details
of these two steps in the following.

3.3.1 Feature warping

In the generation process, we consider an encode-decoder
architecture to generate images. Firstly, we use an encoder
to produce an L-layer encoded appearance feature map
{Fi

e}Ni=1. Meanwhile, we employ a depth encoder Ed (see
Fig. 5b) to predict a depth feature map Fdepth with the
input source depth map Ds. The i-th cross-modal attention
module takes the appearance feature Fi

e, the depth feature
Fdepth, the occlusion map M, and the motion field TS←D as
input to produce a geometry-enhanced feature map Fi

en. As
shown in Fig. 4a, we initially align the source view feature
map Fi

e to the target view by warping Fi
e using the motion

field TS←D . This rough alignment is then followed by a
multiplication of the occlusion map that indicates possible
ambiguities caused by large motions as:

Fi
w = M×Wp(F

i
e, TS←D), (12)

where × represents an element-wise multiplication opera-
tion, and Wp demotes the warping function. In this man-
ner, the warped features Fi

w can retain the source image’s
identity while simultaneously preserving the head motion
information between the source and target faces.

3.3.2 Cross-attention geometry enhancement
We incorporate facial geometry information into the genera-
tion process by executing cross-modal attention between the
warped feature map Fi

w and the depth feature map Fdepth.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, a linear projection are performed
on both Fdepth and the warped source-image feature Fi

w,
resulting in Fi

q , Fi
k, and Fi

v using three distinct 1× 1 convo-
lutional layers with kernels Wi

q , Wi
k, and Wi

v , respectively.
These maps, Fi

q , Fi
k, and Fi

v , correspond to the query, key,
and value in the cross-attention mechanism. We employ the
appearance feature map Fi

w to produce the query Fi
q , which

shares the same shape as the output. As a result, geometry-
related information can be queried via cross-attention from
the geometry features. The geometry-related information
is further added to the appearance feature map via the
residual connection using an addition operation. In this
way, the depth features can provide dense guidance for face
generation. In details, the geometry-enhanced features Fi

en

for generation at the i-th layer are obtained as follows:

Fi
en = Softmax

(
Fi

q ⊗ (Fi
k)

T
)
⊗ Fi

v + Fi
w, (13)

where Softmax(·) is a softmax operation, and ⊗ indicates
a matrix multiplication operation. Because of 3D geometric
guidance, our model can better perceive the facial structure
and micro-movements of the driving face.

3.3.3 Multi-layer geometry enhancement
To enable the model to be perceptive to the facial geom-
etry in the whole generation process, we also apply the
aforementioned cross-modal attention mechanism in each
layer of the generation process. As shown in Fig. 4b, the
final feature map FN

d is generated by the concatenation
of the geometry-enhanced feature FN

en and the FN−1
d after

an upsampling block. At the i-th level (i > 1), we feed
the decoded feature map Fi

d into an upsample block and
the upsampled result is concatenated with the geometry-
enhanced feature Fi+1

en to produce a next-layer decoded
feature Fi+1

d via a convolutional layer. Finally, we feed the
FN

d into a convolution layer, and then use a Sigmoid unit to
generate the final facial image Irst. In this way, our model
can realize the facial structure in each layer provided by the
geometry information to produce realistic human faces.

3.4 Optimization
In accordance with prior research [9], [10], we learn our
DaGAN++ by minimizing the following loss:

L =λPLP (IGT , Irst) + λELE({IS ||DS)

+ λD(LD({xS,k}Kk=1) + LD({xD,k}Kk=1)),
(14)

Perceptual loss LP . We consider a pre-trained VGG-19 [63]
model to minimize the appearance feature difference be-
tween the ground truth face image IGT , which is the driving
frame ID during the training stage, and the generated face
image Irst at multi-resolutions:

LP =
∑

l,i

(|V l
i (IGT )− V l

i (Irst)|, (15)

where Vi is the ith layer feature of the VGG-19 model, and l
indicates that the input is downsampled by l times.
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Fig. 5: The detailed structures of each sub-network of DaGAN++. The “DownBlock” (Fig. 5d) includes an average pooling
layer and a convolutional block, which consists of a convolution layer with 3× 3 kernel, a batch normalization layer, and a
ReLU activation layer. The interpolation layer in “UpBlock” (Fig. 5a) is utilized to upsample the image. The symbol “×2”
in other modules means that the module has been used twice.

Equivariance loss LE . Similar to FOMM [9], we use the
equivariance loss to guarantee the coherence of the identi-
fied keypoints.

LE = |Fkp(Trandom(Iτ ||Dτ ))− Trandom(Fkp(Iτ ||Dτ ))|,
(16)

where Trandom is a random nolinear transformation. In this
work, we apply the random TPS transformation similar to
FOMM [9]. By using this loss, the keypoints detector can
produce confident and coherent keypoints with any input.
Keypoints distance loss LD . We penalize the model when
the distance between two keypoints is below a predeter-
mined threshold, so that we can prevent the keypoints from
clustering within a confined neighbourhood. For any pair of
keypoints xτ,i and xτ,j of a face image Iτ , we establish the
following regularization loss:

LD =
K∑

i=1

K∑

j=1

(1− sign(||xτ,i − xτ,j ||1 − β)), i ̸= j, (17)

where sign(·) denotes a sign function, and β represents the
distance threshold. In our work, we set β to 0.2, which
shows satisfactory performance in our experiments. The
hyper-parameters λP , λE , and λD facilitate balanced learn-
ing from these losses.

3.5 Network architecture details
We introduce more details about the different network com-
ponents in DaGAN++. We show the implementation of each
component in Fig. 5 and elaborate on them below.
Feature encoder EI . As shown in Fig. 5c, our feature encoder
EI consists of three downsample blocks, producing four
different-scale feature maps. Thus, we can obtain both low-
level and high-level facial feature maps, which respectively
contain detailed facial textures and semantics.
Depth encoder Ed. We show the structure of the face depth
encoder Ed as presented in Fig. 5b. Its structure is identical to
EI , ensuring that the features learned from both modalities
possess equivalent representation power.

Feature decoder. In Fig. 5e, we insert ResBlock in the middle
of the generation network to boost the network’s capacity.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, we apply cross-modal attention
as the skip connection to embed the geometry information
into different layers in the generation process.
Uncertainty Head. In Fig. 5f, we utilize a sequence of
UpBlock to upsample the output of the pose network, which
has the dimensions of [1024 × 2 × 2]. We utilize a sigmoid
at the end of the uncertainty head to predict the uncertainty
map with the values in [0, 1].

4 EXPERIMENTS

We verify the effectiveness of our proposed approach
through comprehensive experiments conducted on multiple
publicly accessible benchmarking datasets for talking head
generation. In this section, we will illustrate the experimen-
tal setup first and then analyze our experimental results.

4.1 Dataset description
We conduct experiments on three different face reenact-
ment datasets (i.e., VoxCeleb1 [64], VoxCeleb2 [65], and
HDTF [13] dataset) in this work.
VoxCeleb1 dataset. The VoxCeleb1 dataset is a largely col-
lected audio-visual dataset originally for speaker identifica-
tion and recognition tasks. The dataset includes a diverse
range of speakers regarding age, gender, and ethnicity, cov-
ering a wide variety of accents and languages. It consists of
a development and a test set. The development set contains
1, 211 identities, while the test set includes 40 identities.
Importantly, there is no speaker overlap between the two
sets, ensuring a proper evaluation of the models on unseen
data. The videos are not preprocessed for face detection or
alignment, requiring models to handle the raw data. This
makes the dataset challenging for talking head generation.
VoxCeleb2 dataset. VoxCeleb2 [66] builds upon the original
VoxCeleb1 dataset. It is designed for tasks like speaker
identification, face recognition, and talking head generation.
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Source Driving FOMM [9] DaGAN [12] TPSM [48] Ours

Fig. 6: Qualitative comparisons on the self-reenactment experiment on the VoxCeleb1 dataset [64]. It can be observed that
our method produces fewer artifacts than other competing methods (the first row) and captures better facial structures
(e.g. the eye regions in the third row).

Source Driving FOMM [9] DaGAN [12] TPSM [48] Ours

Fig. 7: Qualitative comparisons on the cross-identity reenactment experiments on the HDTF dataset [13]. DaGAN++ can
capture better expression-related facial movements in the driving frame (e.g., the eye and the mouth regions), because of
the enhancement by our estimated accurate facial geometry.

This dataset has more than 1 million video clips from more
than 6, 000 celebrities collected from YouTube, offering a
diverse range of speakers across ages, genders, ethnicity,
accents, and languages. There is no overlap between the two
sets, ensuring a proper evaluation of models on unseen data.
VoxCeleb2 videos are annotated with the speaker’s identity
and unconstrained in terms of background noise, lighting,
and head poses. This provides a challenging dataset that
is more representative of real-world scenarios for various
computer vision and speech-processing tasks.
HDTF dataset. The HDTF dataset [13] comprises approx-
imately 362 distinct videos, with a total of 15.8 hours of
content. The original videos have resolutions of either 720P
or 1080P. A landmark detector is initially employed to iso-
late the facial region, with the crop window remaining con-
sistent throughout each video. Subsequently, each cropped
video is resized to a dimension of 512 × 512 to maintain
visual quality.

4.2 Metrics description
In this research, we employ various measures to evaluate the
quality of the produced images. We use structural similarity

(SSIM), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and LPIPS to
assess the visual resemblance between the generated images
and the ground-truth images. Furthermore, we incorporate
three additional metrics, namely L1, Average Keypoint Dis-
tance (AKD), and Average Euclidean Distance (AED), as
suggested in [67], to evaluate methods based on keypoints.
Following DaGAN, we also introduce CSIM, AUCON and
PRMSE to evaluate the qualtiy of the results under the
cross-id reenactment.

4.3 Implementation details

During the facial depth network learning process, the archi-
tecture of the pose network and the depth network is con-
sistent with that of DaGAN [12]. However, we append an
uncertainty prediction head at the end of the pose network
to estimate the uncertainty map. The uncertainty head im-
plementation is shown in Fig. 5f. In this work, our keypoint
detector is similar to DaGAN [12], while we use the same
structure as that in [60] for implementing the face depth
network and the pose networks. Regarding the optimization
losses, we assign λP = 10, λE = 10, and λD = 10. The number
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Source Driving FOMM [9] DaGAN [12] TPSM [48] Ours

Fig. 8: Qualitative comparisons of the cross-identity reenactment experiment on the VoxCeleb1 dataset [64]. Compared with
other methods, our proposed DaGAN++ can maintain the background information better (see the second row) because the
depth map is beneficial for distinguishing the foreground from the background. Utilizing accurate geometry information,
our method can produce natural-looking results.

TABLE 1: Quantitative comparison of state-of-the-arts on the
self-reenactment experiment on VoxCeleb1 dataset.

Model SSIM (%) ↑ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ L1 ↓ AKD ↓ AED ↓

X2face [40] 71.9 22.54 - 0.0780 7.687 0.405
NeuraHead-FF( [3]) 63.5 20.82 - - - -
marioNETte [68] 75.5 23.24 - - - -
FOMM [9]) 72.3 30.39 0.199 0.0430 1.294 0.140
MeshG [1] 73.9 30.39 - - - -
face-vid2vid [10] 76.1 30.69 0.212 0.0430 1.620 0.153
MRAA [11] 80.0 31.39 0.195 0.0375 1.296 0.125
TPSN [48] 81.6 31.43 0.179 0.0365 1.233 0.119

DaGAN [12] 80.4 31.22 0.185 0.0360 1.279 0.117
DaGAN++ (Ours) 82.6 31.94 0.175 0.0332 1.226 0.115

of keypoints in DaGAN++ is set to 15. It is noteworthy that
our DaGAN++ contains 85.2M trainable parameters, while
DaGAN has 63.1M parameters. This increase is attributable
to the geometry enhancement that we employ at each layer
of the generation process, which naturally introduces addi-
tional parameters. However, when compared to state-of-the-
art methods such as TPSM [48], which has a similar num-
ber of trainable parameters (85.1M), our method can still
obtain superior performance. During the training phase,
we initially train our enhanced uncertainty-guided facial
depth network using consecutive frames from VoxCeleb1
videos and maintain it fixed throughout the training of the
entire deep generation framework. In this work, we utilize
the public code1 to process the raw data of the Voxceleb1
dataset.

4.4 Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
Self-reenactment. Firstly, we conduct the self-reenactment
experiment to quantitatively evaluate our method. The re-
sults of the self-reenactment are reported in Table 1, Table 3,
and Table 2. We can observe that DaGAN++ gains the
best performance compared with other methods on all the
datasets. Compared with the DaGAN, our DaGAN++ gains
a significant improvement in most of the metrics, e.g., 86.7%
vs 82.3% on the SSIM on the HDTF dataset. It verifies
the effectiveness of our improved designs upon DaGAN.

1. https://github.com/AliaksandrSiarohin/video-preprocessing

TABLE 2: Quantative comparison of state-of-the-art meth-
ods on the self-reenactment experiments on the HDTF
dataset. Our DaGAN++ clearly outperforms all the compar-
ison methods including DaGAN on all the metrics.

Model SSIM (%) ↑ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ L1 ↓ AKD ↓ AED ↓

FOMM [9] 76.9 31.87 0.155 0.0363 1.116 0.092
MRAA [11] 79.4 32.32 0.156 0.0331 1.039 0.100
TPSM [48] 86.0 32.85 0.114 0.0264 1.015 0.072

DaGAN [12] 82.3 32.29 0.136 0.0304 1.013 0.075
DaGAN++ (Ours) 86.7 33.51 0.109 0.0239 0.968 0.063

TABLE 3: Quantitative comparison of state-of-the-art meth-
ods on the self-reenactment experiment on the Voxceleb2
dataset. Our DaGAN++ outperforms all the comparison
methods including DaGAN on all the metrics.

Model SSIM (%) ↑ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ L1 ↓ AKD ↓ AED ↓

FOMM [9] 77.19 30.71 0.257 0.0513 1.762 0.212
MRAA [11] 78.07 30.89 0.262 0.0511 1.796 0.213
TPSM [48] 78.22 30.63 0.254 0.0527 1.703 0.210

DaGAN [12] 79.02 30.81 0.250 0.0483 1.865 0.203
DaGAN++ (Ours) 80.15 31.12 0.244 0.0469 1.675 0.195

In comparison to other model-free approaches (FOMM [9],
MRAA [11], and TPSM [48]), our DaGAN++ model is ca-
pable of capturing precise head movement. Our method
achieves a score of 1.675 on the AKD metric (lower is better)
on the Voxceleb2 dataset, while the best score achieved by
the comparison methods is 1.703. This outcome confirms
that our geometry-guided facial keypoints estimation can be
used to more effectively generate the motion field between
human faces. Moreover, our method continues to attain
the best score of 82.6% in terms of SSIM on Voxceleb1.
This demonstrates that the proposal can recover finer facial
details, such as expression and motion. Additionally, our
method achieves top scores in other metrics, namely LPIPS,
L1 error, and PSNR, indicating that our approach can gener-
ate more lifelike images compared to those competing meth-
ods. Beyond the quantitative comparison, we also visualize
some samples in Fig. 6. From the generated faces in Fig. 6,
we can observe that our method produces more accurate
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Fig. 9: Qualitative comparisons of depth estimation on the VoxCeleb1 dataset [64]. It is clear that our improved face depth
network generates more accurate depth maps compared to the original depth network used in DaGAN. Our depth map
can precisely estimate the background pixels and maintain clearer structural details of the foreground human faces.
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Fig. 10: Examples of the learned uncertainty maps for facial depth network learning. The pixel value of the uncertainty
map assigns lower uncertainty values to the rigid part of the face-moving pixels, while assigning higher values to the
non-rigid region. By incorporating the uncertainty map, our model can filter out the non-rigid-motion pixels to better learn
the dominant rigid motion between two views for depth learning.

TABLE 4: Quantitative comparison of state-of-the-art meth-
ods on the cross-id reenactment experiment on the Vox-
celeb1 dataset. Our DaGAN++ outperforms all compet-
ing methods, including DaGAN, across all the evaluation
metrics. DaGAN++ also achieves the best results in terms
of the Temporal Consistency Metric (TCM) in the same-
reenactment experiments on the VoxCeleb1 dataset.

Metric FOMM [9] MRAA [11] TPSM [48] DaGAN [12] DaGAN++ (Ours)

CSIM ↑ 0.7330 0.7504 0.7556 0.7456 0.7581
AUCON ↑ 0.7651 0.7130 0.7600 0.7550 0.7680
PRMSE ↓ 3.0762 3.589 2.960 3.020 2.949
TCM ↑ 0.1628 0.1632 0.1629 0.1631 0.1806

results. Besides, our approach generates fewer artifacts, as
can be seen in the first row in Fig. 6. The is mainly because
of the robust facial depth information, which can help to
learn better motion representations, suppress the noise from
the background, and preserve 3D facial structures. Over-
all, the superior performance of DaGAN++ consistently
shown across different datasets highlights its effectiveness

in handling same-identity reenactment tasks compared to
the competing methods.
Cross-identity reenactment. We also conduct experiments
to investigate cross-identity motion transfer, where the
source and driving images originate from different indi-
viduals. We qualitatively compare our method with others
and show the visualizations in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. For the
faces in Fig. 8 and Fig. 7, our approach generates face
images with finer details compared to the other methods,
such as the eye regions in the three rows in Fig. 7. This
confirms that employing depth maps allows the model to
recognize subtle facial expression movements. Our method
can also produce visually appealing results for previously
unseen targets. Notably, TPSM generates inferior results
because it does not incorporate relative motion transfer [9]
in facial animation. In comparison to DaGAN, the enhanced
DaGAN++ produces clearly fewer artifacts while preserving
the original background information from the source image,
as shown in the second row in Fig. 8. Additionally, we also
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report the quantitative results in Table 4 and our method
outperforms all the comparison methods on all the metrics.

4.5 Ablation study
We also perform ablation studies to validate each compo-
nent of our work. In this section, we first evaluate the quality
of our generated depth maps and then investigate the effect
of the learned depth maps on the talking head generation.
We show the results in Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12,
Fig. 13, Table 5 and Table 6. In Table 5, “w/ GMG” refers
to the utilization of the multi-layer cross-modal attention
mechanism to incorporate geometry information into the
generation process; “w/ FDN++” denotes the application of
the improved face depth network for predicting the face
depth map for geometry-guided sparse keypoints estima-
tion. In this context, our baseline corresponds to the basic
model that is trained without the face depth maps and the
cross-modal attention module.

4.5.1 Self-supervised facial depth learning
Depth results. In this study, we present improved designs
for learning a more accurate facial depth estimation network
compared to DaGAN. Due to the absence of ground truth
data, we employ a self-supervised method for facial depth
estimation. It is tricky to quantitatively evaluate the depth
estimation performance due to the unavailability of ground-
truth depth data, and thus the depth map’s quality can only
be assessed qualitatively through visualization. We show
the estimated depth maps of DaGAN and DaGAN++ in
Fig. 9. It is obvious that DaGAN++ produce more facial
structure details in the depth maps compared to DaGAN.
Furthermore, DaGAN++’s depth maps successfully elimi-
nate the background, as demonstrated in the fifth column of
Fig. 9. These findings suggest that our self-supervised facial
depth learning technique can effectively recover the dense
3D geometry of human faces, which can be advantageous
for subsequent talking head generation tasks.
Uncertainty map learning. In our self-supervised depth
learning method, we propose to learn an uncertainty map
to indicate the probability of reliable and dominated rigid-
motion pixel region of the face image. We report several
samples in Fig. 10. Recalling the form of the depth learning
objective (see Equation 7), it will try to set uncertainty U to
regularize the photometric consistency error. As shown in
Fig. 10, we can observe that pixels that occur more reliably
rigid motions will be learned to assign smaller uncertain-
ties, and then produce larger weights for the photometric
consistency errors of those pixels. It verifies our motivation
by learning the uncertainty map to represent rigid and non-
rigid moving pixels with different important scores.
Effectiveness of improved depth maps. As previously
mentioned, accurate facial geometry information can greatly
facilitate the preservation of facial structures. In this pa-
per, we propose an enhanced face-depth learning method
that substantially improves the performance compared to
DaGAN, as illustrated in Fig. 3. To quantitatively verify
the effectiveness of our improved face depth network, we
replace the original face depth network with the enhanced
one in DaGAN. As demonstrated in Table 5, the component
of DaGAN (i.e., “FDN” and “CAM”) with our enhanced face
depth network, i.e., “FDN++” and “CAM++”, achieves a

TABLE 5: Ablation studies on the HDTF dataset. ‘GMG’ in-
dicates the utilization of the proposed cross-modal attention
module for a multi-layer geometry-enhanced generation;
‘FDN’ and ‘FDN++’ denote the original depth network in
DaGAN and the improved one in DaGAN++, respectively;
‘CAM’ indicates the cross-attention module we only apply
on the lowest-level feature map as done in DaGAN, while
the ‘CAM++’ is an enhanced version upon ‘CAM’ which
uses more accurate face depth map produced by our im-
proved face depth network as input. ‘Baseline’ denotes the
simplest model trained without the face depth network and
cross-modal attention module in each layer.

Model SSIM (%) ↑ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ L1 ↓

Baseline 81.0 31.30 0.145 0.0317
Baseline w/ FDN 81.3 31.57 0.144 0.0308
Baseline w/ CAM 82.0 32.13 0.139 0.0307
DaGAN [12] 82.3 32.29 0.136 0.0304

Baseline w/ FDN++ 84.3 32.89 0.131 0.0269
Baseline w/ CAM++ 83.2 32.71 0.140 0.0275
Baseline w/ GMG 86.0 33.21 0.110 0.0241
DaGAN++ (Ours) 86.7 33.51 0.109 0.0239

noticeable improvement compared to the original DaGAN,
confirming the effectiveness of the enhanced facial depth
estimation network. These results indicate that accurate
facial geometry can indeed improve the quality of talking
head generation.
Effectiveness of depth-guided keypionts estimation. As
discussed in the main paper, face depth is critically im-
portant for the keypoint estimation. We first quantitatively
investigate the influence of depth maps on keypoint detec-
tion and present the corresponding results in Table 5. From
Table 5, it is evident that the depth-guided keypoints stably
contribute to our model’s performance across all the eval-
uation metrics compared to the baseline model, confirming
the importance of depth maps for face keypoint estimation.
From Fig. 11, the "Baseline w/ FDN++" also shows a more
accurate generation of facial expressions compared to the
"Baseline", which suggests that the geometry-guided facial
keypoints can help to produce more precise motion fields of
human faces effectively.

4.5.2 Geometry-enhanced multi-layer generation
Effectiveness of geometry-enhanced multi-layer module
. By comparing the performances between the “baseline”
and “Baseline w/ CAM”, we can verify the effectiveness
of the cross-modal attention mechanism for talking head
generation. In this work, we further deploy the cross-modal
attention unit in each layer of the generation process, so that
we can introduce geometry information into different levels
of features for coarse-to-fine geometry-guided generation.
From Table 5 and Fig. 11, the geometry-enhanced multi-
layer generation (GMG) can clearly boost the quality of
the output human faces. Moreover, benefiting from the face
geometry, our method can preserve the expression-related
micro-motion of the face. Compared to the “Baseline”, the
“Baseline w/ GMG” can produce more realistic-looking
expressions (e.g. at eye regions). From Table 5 and Fig. 11,
we can verify that our proposed geometry-enhanced multi-
layer generation process can effectively embed the face ge-
ometry into the generation process to capture critical move-
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DrivingSource OursBaseline Baseline w/ FDN++ Baseline w/ GMG

Fig. 11: Qualitative comparisons of different ablation studies. We can observe that DaGAN++ can gradually improve the
generation results by adding the contribution modules. The final full model achieves the highest-fidelity generations.

The feature maps after geometry enhancement

 The feature maps before geometry enhancement

Generation
result

 The feature maps before geometry enhancement

The feature maps after geometry enhancement

Generation
result

Fig. 12: Investigation on the intermediate feature maps
during generation. The features after our geometry enhance-
ment can preserve more facial structures and details, and
better perceive the background regions of the scene.

ment (e.g., expressions) of the human face, thus leading to
higher-quality face generation.
Impact of depth maps on generation features. We also
visualize the intermediate generation feature maps from the
generator to verify the impact of our geometry enhance-
ment. We show the generation features before and after
applying the geometry enhancement module. As mentioned
in Section 3.3, the geometry enhancement enables the in-

Source Driving Ours Source Driving Ours

Fig. 13: Qualitative results of out-of-domain generation.

TABLE 6: Ablation studies of different keypoint numbers on
the HDTF dataset.

Model SSIM (%) ↑ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ L1 ↓

kp=10 86.3 33.40 0.111 0.0245
kp=20 86.6 33.50 0.109 0.0240
kp=15 (Ours) 86.7 33.51 0.109 0.0239

termediate feature map to preserve global facial structures
and recognize expression-related micro facial movements.
By leveraging dense depth information, we can provide
dense (pixel-wise) geometry enhancement across the entire
feature map. This improves the global facial structure rather
than employing region-focused attention that highlights
only specific local areas. Therefore, the feature map with
geometry enhancement offers more texture details across the
entire image as shown in Fig. 12.
Out-of-domain results. In addition to real human faces,
we present our generation results for some out-of-domain
samples in Fig. 13 to validate the out-of-domain generation
capabilities of our model. As depicted in Fig. 13, our method
can effectively modify the expressions of faces in oil paint-
ings or cartoons.
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The selection of keypoint number. From Table 6, we set
the number of keypoints as 15 because it can achieve the
best performance. Using fewer than 15 keypoints results in
sparser facial motion representation and decreased perfor-
mance, while increasing the number of keypoints beyond
15 does not yield a significant performance improvement
yet leads to a larger model size. One possible reason is
that, as the number of keypoints increases, their collective
constraints can lead to more unstable motion in specific
regions.
Evaluation of temporal consistency. Moreover, we also
adopt a temporal consistency metric to measure and eval-
uate the frame-wise consistency (i.e., TCM [69]) of the gen-
erated videos. Specifically, the TCM is defined as:

TCM =
1

T

T∑

t=1

exp−||ItGT −Wp(I
t−1
GT , Tt−1←t)||

||Itrst −Wp(I
t−1
rst , Tt−1←t)||

− 1 (18)

Where ItGT and Itrst are the tth frame of the ground-truth
and the generated video, respectively. Wp(·, ·) represents the
warping function, and Tt−1←t is the motion flow between
ItGT and It−1GT . We employ Gunnar Farneback’s algorithm
in OpenCV [70] to calculate the motion Tt−1←t. Through
this equation, the generated video is encouraged to main-
tain temporal consistency with variations in the ground-
truth video. The results are shown in Table 4. Our method
achieves the best TCM value because the consecutive frames
have almost the same depth map estimated by our face
depth network and the depth map is sufficiently stable to
constrain the facial structure during the generation, thereby
enabling better temporal consistency.

5 CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a DaGAN++ deep framework
for talking head generation, which extended the depth-
aware generative adversarial network (DaGAN) by largely
improving the face depth estimation network and applying
a multi-layer cross-modal attention mechanism in the gen-
eration process. First, we introduced an uncertainty head
to predict more reliable and dominant rigid-motion pixel
regions, which can be utilized to more effectively learn the
geometry. Then, we proposed a cross-modal (appearance
and depth) attention mechanism and plugged it into each
layer of the generation process, to have geometry-guided
coarse-to-fine generation. We evaluated our DaGAN++ on
three different public benchmarks, and our proposal demon-
strated superior performances compared to state-of-the-art
counterparts on all the challenging datasets.
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